Fast CPMG-based Bloch-Siegert B(1)+ mapping.
A novel method for B(1)+ mapping based on the Bloch-Siegert (BS) shift was recently presented. This method applies off-resonant pulses before signal acquisition to encode B(1) information into the signal phase. BS-based methods possess significant advantages in measurement time and accuracy compared to magnitude-based B(1)+ methods. This study extends the idea of BS B(1)+ mapping to Carr, Purcell, Meiboom, Gill (CPMG)-based multi-spin-echo (BS-CPMG-MSE) and turbo-spin-echo (BS-CPMG-TSE) imaging. Compared to BS-based spin echo imaging (BS-SE), faster acquisition of the B(1)+ information was possible using the BS-CPMG-TSE sequence. Furthermore, signal loss by T(2)* effects could be minimized using these spin echo-based techniques. These effects are critical for gradient echo-based BS methods at high field strengths. However, multi-spin-echo-based BS B(1) methods inherently possess high specific absorption rates. Thus, the relative specific absorption rate of BS-CPMG-TSE sequences was estimated and compared with the specific absorption rate produced by BS-SE sequences.